ISOC SW Update

• SW release 1 preps continue
  • FASTCopy send component is working
    • combination of database tables + Python class to manipulates tables + cron job to submit files to FASTCopy batch system for transmission
    • recognizes failed transfers and re-submits to "backup" destination
    • have web application (JSP page) to display status of transfers

• Test preps
  • GRT 2 planning now getting serious…
  • continued defining acceptance test procedures
  • planning “engineering tests” of ISOC-MOC interfaces in late May (pre GRT 2)
  • GSSC engineering test of mission planning interfaces today

• Science Data Products ICD
  – regular part of Science Tools telecon

• Interviewing continues for SW/DB developer & Test Engineer
  http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/hr/jobs/jobdetail.asp?REQID=030128
  http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/hr/jobs/jobdetail.asp?REQID=030129
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